
Juan Fregoso <juan.fregoso@lacity.org>

Homeless encampment Beverly
3 messages

Tawny Fernandez <tawny@shootonlocationla.com> Thu, Apr 25, 2019 at 10:25 AM
To: juan.fregoso@lacity.org

Good Morning Mr. Fregoso, 

I work in the building located on Carondolet and Beverly Blvd at 2503. As you are aware, there is a homeless encampment up against our building. This encampment has become quite
the problem for myself and the other employees in our building. Not only are these individuals who live there constantly passed out in the middle of the sidewalk, but they have now
ventured into the street and taken over the little parking we have. 

They sell drugs, as we witness the coming and going of dealers and purchasers all day long and the constant shooting up and passing out in a drug coma is really getting bad. There are
syringes on the street, sometimes in individuals arms, sometimes dirty on the floor. We have mostly women in our office and it has become a safety issue when existing the building
alone. The company I work for, Blumhouse Productions, has three buildings on the block and it is really too bad that all of our employees have to suffer the illegal drug use and sales right
in front of us. 

I would appreciate follow up in regards to this matter as the problem gets worse day by day.

Thank you for your service to our community. 

Best, 

Tawny Fernandez
Into the Dark - Season 1
Location Manager
c: 661.607.9338

Juan Fregoso <juan.fregoso@lacity.org> Tue, May 7, 2019 at 4:48 PM
To: Tawny Fernandez <tawny@shootonlocationla.com>

Hi Tawny, 

Sorry for the delayed response. We are working on getting this location scheduled for a full service day. 

I will also flag it to our Senior Lead Officer regarding this location. 

Let me know if you want to schedule a call to further discuss. 

I can be fairly flexible and work with your schedule. 
[Quoted text hidden]
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 Juan Antonio Fregoso
 Field Deputy - Echo Park, Historic Filipinotown, Rampart Village, and Westlake N. 
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Tawny Fernandez <tawny@shootonlocationla.com>
To: Juan Fregoso <juan.fregoso@lacity.org>

Good Morning Juan, 

Please see pictures attached of how the situation has now grown. There are bottles full or urine, used syringes and more consuming the sidewalk and now the entire curb lane. The smell is u
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Tawny Fernandez
Into the Dark - Season 1
Location Manager
c: 661.607.9338
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